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a b s t r a c t

Animal studies demonstrate that noise exposure can permanently damage the synapses between inner
hair cells and auditory nerve fibers, even when outer hair cells are intact and there is no clinically
relevant permanent threshold shift. Synaptopathy disrupts the afferent connection between the cochlea
and the central auditory system and is predicted to impair speech understanding in noisy environments
and potentially result in tinnitus and/or hyperacusis. While cochlear synaptopathy has been demon-
strated in numerous experimental animal models, synaptopathy can only be confirmed through post-
mortem temporal bone analysis, making it difficult to study in living humans. A variety of non-
invasive measures have been used to determine whether noise-induced synaptopathy occurs in
humans, but the results are conflicting. The overall objective of this article is to synthesize the existing
data on the functional impact of noise-induced synaptopathy in the human auditory system. The first
section of the article summarizes the studies that provide evidence for and against noise-induced syn-
aptopathy in humans. The second section offers potential explanations for the differing results between
studies. The final section outlines suggested methodologies for diagnosing synaptopathy in humans with
the aim of improving consistency across studies.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Damage to the inner ear, and associated hearing loss, occurs
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from noise trauma, ototoxic drugs, aging and genetic factors. One
form of cochlear pathology involves synaptic damage that perturbs
the neurotransmission between the inner hair cell (IHC) and
auditory nerve (AN) fibers. This type of pathology has been termed
cochlear synaptopathy (Kujawa and Liberman, 2015) and popularly
“hidden hearing loss” (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011) because it can
occur without affecting hearing thresholds. However, the definition
of the latter term has become inconsistent between articles, with
some authors using it to refer more generally to hearing dysfunc-
tion in the presence of normal hearing thresholds. For this reason,
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we will avoid use of the term “hidden hearing loss” in the present
review. The predicted functional consequences of these synaptic
alterations are listening difficulties in noisy backgrounds, tinnitus
and hyperacusis (Kujawa and Liberman, 2015). Experimental work,
primarily on noise-traumatized and aging rodents, has clearly
demonstrated that the afferent synapse is more vulnerable than
hair cells. AN fibers with low and medium spontaneous rates (SRs)
and higher response thresholds appear to be particularly vulner-
able to noise damage (Furman et al., 2013). Since these fibers do not
respond at low intensity levels, their loss does not impact measures
of auditory threshold, such as the clinical audiogram. Although
auditory brainstem response (ABR) thresholds are insensitive to
these synaptic changes, and there is some evidence that low-SR
fibers do not contribute to the amplitude of ABR wave 1 (Bourien
et al., 2014), the amplitude of ABR wave 1 recorded to supra-
threshold transients appears to be a sensitive indicator of synapt-
opathy (Kujawa and Liberman, 2015; Furman et al., 2013). The
amplitude of the middle-ear muscle reflex (MEMR) and the enve-
lope following response (EFR) also appear to be sensitive to syn-
aptopathy in animal models (Shaheen et al., 2015; Valero et al.
2016, 2018). Loss of low-SR fibers may degrade the representation
of high-intensity sounds, although an alternative account is that the
low-SR fibers are more involved in efferent regulation than in high-
intensity coding (Carney, 2018).

It has recently been questioned whether cochlear synaptopathy
occurs in humans and if there is evidence for functional conse-
quences of this phenomenon, as revealed by listening difficulties in
noisy backgrounds, tinnitus or hyperacusis. The purpose of this
article is to highlight the research that finds evidence supporting
noise-induced human synaptopathy, contrast this with studies that
have not provided supporting evidence, discuss possible reasons
for null results and diverging outcomes, and provide guidance to
the field regarding research protocols. To outline these in-
consistencies, the existing data that either support or do not sup-
port that noise-induced synaptopathy occurs in humans are
summarized. Details of the cited studies can be found in Table 1.
Next, possible explanations for these inconsistencies are provided.
Finally, the last part of the article discusses methodological con-
siderations for diagnosing synaptopathy in humans in order to
standardize future experimental approaches. This will facilitate the
integration of data across studies and improve the overall under-
standing of cochlear synaptopathy in humans.

1.1. Data consistent with noise-induced synaptopathy in humans

1.1.1. Post-mortem temporal bone studies
There is little debate regarding the existence of age-related

synaptic loss (or synaptopathy) in the human inner ear. Analysis
of temporal bones harvested post-mortem demonstrate that both
age-related synaptopathy (Viana et al., 2015) (Fig. 1) and age-
related neural degeneration can occur in humans (Makary et al.,
2011). In the study by Makary et al., temporal bones were care-
fully selected to include only those with no overt loss of either IHCs
or outer hair cells (OHCs), demonstrating that spiral ganglion cell
numbers can decrease prior to hair cell loss. The results of Viana
et al. suggest that synaptopathy can also occur independently of
hair cell loss. The Viana et al. study included temporal bones with a
combination of synaptic loss and hair cell (IHC and OHC) loss, with
the most extreme hair cell loss observed in the cochlear base.
Interestingly, a temporal bone from a female (age 67) donor had a
notched OHC loss centered at 3000 Hz, which is suggestive of
previous noise injury. Fewer type I fibers/IHC and fewer synapses/
IHC were observed in this donor relative to a 54-year-old male and
a 70-year-old female donor, which is consistent with noise-related
neuronal/synaptic loss. These findings build on earlier observations
of age-related AN fiber loss in temporal bones that also had “ex-
pected” age-related loss of OHCs (Felder and Schrott-Fischer, 1995).
Wu et al. (2018) also demonstrated significant age-related synapse
and AN fiber loss in ears with expected age-related loss of hair cells.
In addition, although spiral ganglion cell loss can occur indepen-
dently of hair cell loss, neuronal loss is greater when hair cells are
also missing (Otte et al., 1978). Thus, cochlear synaptopathy and
neuropathy may be some of the earliest manifestations of future
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) where synaptic/neuronal loss co-
exists with hair cell loss.

1.1.2. Human auditory brainstem response studies of noise-induced
synaptopathy

To date, the main electrophysiological metric for studying syn-
aptopathy in humans has been the amplitude of wave I of the ABR, a
measure of AN function that is associated with synaptopathy in
rodent models (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Sergeyenko et al.,
2013). In a sample of young (age 19e35) military veterans and
non-veterans with normal audiograms and good distortion-
product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs), Bramhall et al. (2017)
found a reduction in ABR wave I amplitude for veterans with high
levels of reported noise exposure during their military service and
non-veterans who reported firearm use compared to non-veterans
with less noise exposure (Fig. 2). Liberman et al. (2016) showed an
increase in the amplitude ratio of the ABR summating potential (SP)
to the action potential (AP; equivalent to wave I of the ABR) in
college music students (age 18e41) with high levels of reported
noise exposure versus non-music students with lower reported
noise exposure histories (Fig. 3). It must be noted that using the SP/
AP ratio can be problematic as a normalizing strategy since the ratio
is critically dependent on changes in the numerator. Stamper and
Johnson (2015a) reported a reduction in ABR wave I amplitude
for young people (age 19e28) with higher reported recreational
noise exposure compared to individuals with lower exposure, but a
reanalysis showed that this relationship held true only for female
participants (Stamper and Johnson, 2015b). In a group of older
adults (aged 29e55) with pure tone thresholds ranging from
normal to mild hearing loss, Valderrama et al. (2018) reported a
significant relationship between lower ABR wave I amplitude and
increasing lifetime noise exposure.

1.1.3. Human envelope following response studies of noise-induced
synaptopathy

The EFR is an evoked potential generated in response to
amplitude modulated sounds (often a sinusoidally amplitude
modulated pure tone) that can be measured from electrodes placed
on the scalp. The EFR provides an indication of the fidelity with
which the auditory system can follow the envelope of a stimulus
(Dolphin and Mountain, 1992). Two studies demonstrated that EFR
strength was reduced in mice with histologically confirmed syna-
patopathy that was either induced through aging (Parthasarathy
and Kujawa, 2018) or noise exposure (Shaheen et al., 2015). The
EFR was most sensitive to synaptopathy for stimulus modulation
frequencies between 700 and 1000Hz, which is consistent with the
EFR being generated at the AN. However, it is unclear how these
animal results will translate to humans, where the EFR is generally
measured at much lower modulation frequencies (80e120Hz),
targeting EFR generators from the auditory midbrain. Bharadwaj
et al. (2015) detected a marginally significant difference in the
EFR slope and envelope interaural time difference (ITD) threshold
when participants were grouped as “more” and “less” noise
exposed, but argued this result should be interpreted with caution
based on the crude characterization of noise-exposure history,
small sample size, and cross-correlations among the temporal
coding outcomes. While simulation studies based on functional



Table 1
Studies that a) find evidence consistent with cochlear synaptopathy; and b) do not find evidence consistent with cochlear synaptopathy.

Study Age range N Subjects Stimulus and Task Details Main Results

Electrophysiology measures Behavioural tasks Electrophysiology measures Behavioural tasks

a) Studies finding
evidence consistent
with synaptopathy

Bharadwaj et al.
(2015)

21e39 26 More vs less noise-exposed
groups based on attendance
at loud recreational
activities

EFR: 4 kHz AM tones in notched
noise modulated at 100 Hz at
75 dB SPL with varying
modulation depths

AM detection; ITD-based
selective attention task; ITD
discrimination

Steeper EFR slope in more
exposed group

AM and ITD thresholds
higher in more exposed
group

Bramhall et al.
(2017)

19e35 64 Military veterans with high
noise exposure and non-
veterans with firearm use
vs veterans/non-veterans
with low noise exposure

ABR: 1 kHz tonebursts at 70, 80,
90, 100, 110 dB peSPL; 4 kHz
tonebursts at 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
110 dB peSPL; 3 kHz tonebursts
at 110 dB peSPL; 6 kHz
tonebursts at 110 dB peSPL

e Wave I ABR amplitude reduced
in high-noise groups

e

Liberman et al.
(2016)

18e41 34 High-risk music-
performance students vs
low-risk non-music
students

ABR: 100 ms clicks at 94.5 dB
nHL

Word recognition using NU-6
list in quiet, 5 dB SNR, 0 dB SNR,
45% time
compression þ reverberation,
65% time
compression þ reverberation

SP/AP ratio greater in high-risk
group

SIN poorer in high-risk
group

Stamper and
Johnson
(2015a,b)

19e28 30 12-month noise exposure
ranged from 67 to 83
LAeq8760

ABR: 100 ms clicks and 4 kHz
tones, presented at 90 dB nHL
and decreased in 10 dB steps to
10 dB below threshold.

e Wave I ABR amplitude reduced
in those with more noise
exposure (females only)

e

Valderrama
et al. (2018)

29e55 74 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 1.4 to 4.9
log10Pa2h

ABR: 113 ms clicks at 108.5 dB
peSPL (75 dB HL)

Wave I ABR amplitude reduced
in those with more noise
exposure

e

b) Studies not finding
evidence consistent
with synaptopathy

Fulbright et al.
(2017)

18e30 60 12-month noise exposure
ranged from 64 to 87
LAeq8760

ABR: 4 kHz tonebursts at 90 dB
nHL

WIN test using NU-6 list in
babble noise at 7 SNRs; Words
in Broadband Noise test using
NU-6 list at 2 SNRs; temporal
summation task

Noise exposure history not
correlated with ABR wave I
amplitude

Noise exposure not
correlated with SIN or other
psychoacoustic task

Grinn et al.
(2017)

21e27 32 12-month noise exposure
ranged from 64 to 88
LAeq8760

ABR: Clicks and 2, 3, and 4 kHz
tone bursts at 70, 80, and 90 dB
nHL

Word Recognition Score using
NU-6 list; WIN test using NU-6
list in babble noise at 7 SNRs

Noise exposure history not
correlated with AP amplitude

Noise exposure history not
correlated with SIN

Guest et al.
(2017a)

18e35 40 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 0.2 to 123.9
NESI units (linearly related
to energy of exposure)

ABR: Filtered clicks (1.2
e4.7 kHz) at 102 dB peSPL
EFR: 400ms transposed tones
(fc¼ 4000 Hz, fm¼ 100 Hz) at
75 dB SPL in notched noise
(20 dB SNR)

e Noise exposure not correlated
with ABR wave I amplitude,
wave I/V ratio, EFR amplitude,
or growth of EFR amplitude
with stimulus modulation
depth

e

Guest et al.
(2018)

18e40 64 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 0.1 to 90 NESI
units (linearly related to
energy of exposure)

ABR: Filtered clicks (1.2
e4.7 kHz) at 102 dB peSPL
EFR: 400ms transposed tones
(fc¼ 4000 Hz, fm¼ 100 Hz) at
75 dB SPL in notched noise
(20 dB SNR)

SPiN task using CRM phrases
with spatialized maskers at
80 dB SPL

SPiN performance not
associated with ABR wave I
amplitude, wave I/V ratio, EFR
amplitude, or growth of EFR
amplitude with stimulus
modulation depth

SPiN performance not
associated with lifetime
noise exposure

Grose et al.
(2017)

18e35 61 Control group attended a
median of four loud-music
events over preceding two
years; experimental group
attended 90

ABR: 100 ms clicks in alternating
phase at 95 and 105 dB peSPL
EFR: sinusoidally amplitude
modulated tones with a
4.24 kHz carrier, modulated at
80 Hz at 3 modulation depths
and presented at 70 and 80 dB
SPL.
ACC: 200 Hz wide bands of
noise centered at .5, 1, 1.25, and
1.5 k Hz, and presented at 75 dB

Temporal modulation
detection; spectral modulation
detection; interaural phase
sensitivity; phoneme
recognition task; speech-in-
noise task using BKB sentences
in speech-shaped noise

Smaller ABR Wave I/V ratio, but
not smaller Wave I ABR
amplitude in experimental
group

No group differences in
performance on SIN or any
psychoacoustic tasks
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SPL, with and without
interruption

Prendergast
et al. (2017a)

18e36 126 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 0 to 2.5
log10(Energy)

ABR: 100 ms filtered clicks at 80
and 100 dB peSPL
FFR: A low-frequency tone and
a transposed tone presented to
each ear presented at 80 dB SPL.

Noise exposure not correlated
with ABR Wave I amplitude

e

Prendergast
et al. (2017b)

18e36 138 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 0 to 2.5
log10(Energy)

e Frequency difference limens;
intensity difference limens;
interaural phase difference
discrimination; amplitude
modulation detection; digit
triplet test; SPIN task using
CRM phrases with maskers;
localisation task

e Noise exposure not
correlated with
performance on any
psychoacoustic tasks

Prendergast
et al. (2018)

19e34 30 Low vs high lifetime
exposure groups: 3-0.5
log10 (energy) for low noise
group;
1.1e2.6 log10 (energy) for
high noise group

ABR: 100 ms clicks at 80 dB nHL
(115.5 dB peSPL)

e Lifetime noise exposure
unrelated to SP/AP or ABR wave
I amplitude

e

Ridley et al.
(2018)

23e64 33 12-month noise exposure
ranged from 66.8 to 86.5
LAeq8760

ABR: 1msec tonebursts at 1 and
4 kHz presented at 80 and
100 dB peSPL

Thresholds in noise tested with
the TEN (HL) test; Categorical
loudness scaling

Noise exposure not correlated
with ABR or threshold in noise
residuals (a metric calculated
from TEN (HL) test scores vs
audiometric thresholds)

Skoe and Tufts
(2018)

18e24 73 Low vs high noise exposure
groups based on week-long
dosimetry

ABR: 100 ms clicks at 75 dB nHL
(106.7 dB peSPL) at 8
presentation rates

e Noise exposure associated with
ABR latency, but not amplitude

e

Spankovich
et al. (2017)

18e28 40 12-month noise exposure
ranged from 66 to 83
LAeq8760

ABR: 100 msec click stimuli at
50, 65, and 80 dB nHL at 2
presentation rates

e Noise exposure not related to
ABR wave I amplitude or
latency

Yeend et al.
(2017)

30e57 122 Lifetime noise exposure
ranged from 1.4 to 4.9
log10Pa2h

e Tones in noise detection;
temporal fine structure test;
amplitude modulation
detection; LiSN-S test; dynamic
conversations test

e Noise exposure not
correlated with SIN or
performance on any
psychoacoustic tasks

Abbreviations: ACC¼ acoustic change complex; AM¼ amplitude modulation; ABR¼ auditory brainstem response; BKB¼Bamford-Kowel-Bench; dB peSPL¼ peak-to-peak equivalent SPL (or peak equivalent SPL);
CRM¼Coordinated Response measure; EFR¼ envelope following response; FFR¼ frequency following response; TEN (HL)¼ Threshold-equalizing noise (hearing loss); ITD¼ interaural time difference; LISN-S¼ Listening in
Spatialized Noise-Sentences; NESI¼ Noise Exposure Structured Interview; SIN¼Speech in noise; SNR¼ signal to noise ratio; SPiN¼ Speech perception in noise; WIN¼words in noise.
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Fig. 1. Histological evidence of synaptopathy in human temporal bones.
Figure shows analysis of orphan ribbons in the IHC area. A: Thumbnail re-projections
of the voxel space immediately surrounding 12 selected synaptic ribbons from z-
stacks. Some ribbons are clearly juxtaposed to nerve terminals (left two columns)
while others are not (right column). Only the red (anti-CtBP2) and green (anti-neu-
rofilament) channels are shown for clarity. B: Percentage of orphan ribbons, i.e. those
not closely juxtaposed to post-synaptic terminals, as assessed by evaluating thumbnail
arrays such as those illustrated in A, for each of the five completely reconstructed ears
in the present study. Reprinted with permission from Viana et al., 2015, Hearing
Research. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Evidence of noise exposure-related increase in SP/AP ratio in humans.
Electrocochleography shows evidence for cochlear synaptopathy in the high-risk
group. A: Averaged waveforms (±SEMs) from each group in response to clicks deliv-
ered at 9.1 Hz in alternating polarity at 94.5 dB nHL. SP and AP are measured from
baseline to peak, as illustrated. B: Increasing click rate from 9.1 Hz to 40.1 Hz decreases
AP without affecting SP: mean waveforms from 6 subjects are shown. C: Mean SP/AP
ratio is nearly twice as high in the high-risk vs. the low-risk group. This difference
remains when subjects are separated by sex. D: The difference in SP/AP ratios arises
from both an increase in the SP and a decrease in the mean AP, although only the SP
differences are statistically significant. All data are means (±SEM). ***p < 0.001;
**p < 0.01. Reprinted with permission from Liberman et al., 2016, PLoS One.

N. Bramhall et al. / Hearing Research 377 (2019) 88e10392
models of the auditory periphery show a role for synaptopathy in
reduced EFR strength (Bharadwaj et al., 2014; Paul et al., 2017;
Verhulst et al. 2018a, 2018b), it remains unclear whether the EFR is
a robust marker for noise-induced synaptopathy in humans. One
potential confound is that animal experiments have shown that EFR
remains normal as long as there is the capacity to maintain neural
gain suggesting that top-down activity, including cognition and
memory capabilities, can influence neural responses in the brain-
stem (M€ohrle et al., 2016). These findings suggest that future
studies should consider how top-down mechanisms influence the
periphery, especially for aged populations. Furthermore, with
Fig. 2. Evidence of noise exposure-related ABR wave I amplitude reduction in humans.
Mean ABR waveforms and peak amplitudes are plotted by noise exposure group. ABR wave I amplitude was reduced in the "veteran high noise" and "non-veteran firearms" groups
compared with the "non-veteran control" and veteran low noise" groups, while waves III and V were similar across groups. A: Waveforms were generated in response to a 110 dB p-
pe SPL 4 kHz toneburst and averaged across all participants in each group. The peaks of waves I, III, and V are labeled. The inset shows the average wave V peak after correcting for
variability in peak latency across participants. B: Wave amplitudes were measured from responses to a 110 dB p-pe SPL 4 kHz toneburst and then averaged across groups. Wave I and
III amplitudes were measured as the difference in voltage between the wave peak and the following trough. Due to difficulty identifying the wave V trough in some participants,
wave V amplitude was measured as the voltage difference between the wave V peak and the prestimulus baseline (average voltage measured for the 1-msec period of time before
the stimulus presentation). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. ABR indicates auditory brainstem response. Reprinted with permission from Bramhall NF, Konrad-
Martin D, McMillan GP, Griest SE. Auditory Brainstem Response Altered in Humans With Noise Exposure Despite Normal Outer Hair Cell Function. Ear Hear. 2017 Jan/Feb; 38(1):e1-
e12. https://insights.ovid.com/pubmed?pmid¼27992391.
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better detection tools, other factors thatmay contribute to impaired
neural processing may become feasible to assess, such as poten-
tially detrimental effects of corticosterones and/or potentially
beneficial effects of systemic corticosteroids on auditory processing
(Singer et al., 2018).

1.1.4. Data consistent with an impact of synaptopathy on auditory
perception

One advantage of looking at perceptual consequences of syn-
aptic/neural dysfunction is that uncertainties about the reliability
of noise exposure questionnaires and their comparability across
studies can be taken out of the equation. Instead, a physiological
measure (e.g. ABR wave I amplitude, ABR wave I/V amplitude ratio,
EFR strength, MEMR strength) can be directly compared to, or
correlated with, the perceptual measure.

Tinnitus. Consistent with animal models of cochlear synapt-
opathy, where ABR wave I amplitude is reduced (Kujawa and
Liberman, 2009; Furman et al., 2013; Sergeyenko et al., 2013),
several studies have shown a relationship between reduced wave I
amplitude (or reduced wave I/V ratio) and tinnitus (Schaette and
McAlpine, 2011; Gu et al., 2012; Bramhall et al., 2018; Valderrama
et al., 2018). It is not completely clear why the amplitude of wave
V remains close to normal despite the inferred synaptopathy in
tinnitus patients, although enhanced central gain after IHC loss is a
possible explanation for this phenomenon (for review see Salvi
et al., 2016). Decreased responses for two other physiological
measures that are sensitive to synaptopathy in mouse models, the
MEMR and the EFR (Shaheen et al., 2015; Valero et al. 2016, 2018),
have been associated with tinnitus in humans as well. In in-
dividuals with tinnitus who have normal or near-normal audio-
grams, Wojtczak et al. (2017) observed a weakened MEMR relative
to age- and sex-matched controls. Paul et al. (2017) showed EFR
reductions for individuals with normal audiograms and tinnitus
compared to those without tinnitus. However, reanalysis after
identification of a statistical error revealed that this was not a sig-
nificant effect (Roberts et al., 2018).

Hyperacusis. The lack of a uniform measure of hyperacusis
makes this perceptual deficit difficult to assess. Bramhall et al.
(2018) did not observe a relationship between loudness discom-
fort level (LDL) and ABR wave I amplitude, but this may be because
LDL alone is not a good indicator of hyperacusis (Sheldrake et al.,
2015; Zaugg et al., 2016). Liberman et al. (2016) showed that their
high noise exposure group was more likely to report annoyance of
everyday sounds and avoidance of noisy environments than their
low noise exposure group. However, neither their noise exposure
nor their hyperacusis questionnaire was validated. In addition,
although they showed an increase in SP/AP ratio in their high noise
exposure group, they did not specifically analyze the relationship
between responses on the hyperacusis questionnaire and ABR
measures. Given that the high noise exposure group had signifi-
cantly poorer extended high frequency (EHF) thresholds than the
low noise exposure group, this may account for the increased
reporting of sound tolerance problems in the high noise exposure
group.

Speech-in-noise performance. Theoretical reasoning predicts
that synaptopathy should degrade the neural coding of speech,
particularly in noise, and thus hinder the intelligibility of speech-
in-noise (Lopez-Poveda and Barrios, 2013; Lopez-Poveda, 2014).
Liberman et al. (2016) found a relationship between SP/AP ratio and
speech-in-noise performance in young males, although the signif-
icant differences in the EHF thresholds of the two groups could
have impacted speech-in-noise performance (Badri et al., 2011;
Yeend et al., 2017). In addition, Prendergast et al. (2018) reported
the SP/AP ratio had considerably less test-retest reliability than
wave I amplitude within their normal hearing cohort. In a sample
that included participants up to age 55 with pure tone thresholds
ranging from normal to mild high frequency hearing loss,
Valderrama et al. (2018) observed an interaction effect of the ABR
wave I/V amplitude ratio andwave V-I interpeak latency on speech-
in-noise performance, suggesting that slower neural conduction is
associated with poorer performance. While average high frequency
and EHF auditory thresholds did not appear to be predictive of
speech perception performance in this sample, this does not rule
out the possibility that subclinical OHC dysfunction may have
contributed to the relationship between the ABR metrics and
speech perception performance. Although the impact of synapt-
opathy on speech perception in people with normal audiograms
may be limited, it is important to remember that synaptopathy
likely co-exists with audiometric loss in many cases of SNHL, and
that in the context of OHC dysfunction, synaptic/neuronal loss may
have a greater impact on speech perception. This is supported by
the findings of Bramhall et al. (2015) showing an interaction effect
of average pure tone thresholds (at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) and ABR
wave I amplitude on performance on the QuickSIN speech intelli-
gibility test, with a stronger relationship between ABR wave I
amplitude and QuickSIN performance (poorer performance for
lower wave I amplitudes) in individuals with elevated pure tone
thresholds. In addition to these peripheral effects, central factors
such as attention, working memory and language, are also impor-
tant factors that affect speech-in-noise performance (Yeend et al.,
2017) and likely interact with any peripheral encoding deficits,
thus contributing to thewide variation observed in speech-in-noise
performance across individuals with similar audiograms
(Johannesen et al., 2016; Lopez-Poveda et al., 2017).

Performance on suprathreshold psychoacoustic tasks. Syn-
aptopathy likely degrades the neural coding of acoustic informa-
tion, particularly in noise (e.g., Lopez-Poveda, 2014). The
relationship between auditory encoding of complex stimuli and
performance on basic psychoacoustic tasks such as amplitude
modulation detection, temporal fine-structure sensitivity, tone-in-
noise detection, frequency and intensity discrimination, and ITD or
interaural level difference (ILD) sensitivity are not well understood.
Numerous studies have investigated the relationship between
these metrics over the years with mixed outcomes, even for lis-
teners with clinically normal hearing (Strelcyk and Dau, 2009;
Hopkins and Moore, 2011; Fullgrabe et al., 2014; Stone and Moore,
2014; Prendergast et al., 2017a; Yeend et al., 2017; Valderrama et al.,
2018). Without a better understanding of the relationship between
physiological metrics (often representing a population response to
a click or AM stimulus) and performance on a psychoacoustic task,
we run the risk of comparing apples to oranges, as a single syn-
aptopathy profile may have differing effects on physiological
measures versus psychoacoustic tasks. Numerical modelling ap-
proaches can improve our ability to compare potential metrics of
synaptopathy by predicting the expected impact of synaptopathy
and/or OHC/IHC deficits on each measure (Verhulst et al. 2016,
2018b; Encina-Llamas et al., 2017; Paul et al., 2017; Carney, 2018).

Biophysical models of the human auditory periphery have
suggested an impact of synaptopathy on the encoding of supra-
threshold sounds. Bharadwaj et al. (2014) modelled the effect of a
complete loss of low-SR AN fibers on the population response of the
inferior colliculus (IC) (a proxy for the dominant source generators
of the EFR) (Melcher and Kiang, 1996)) for an 80 dB SPL 100%
sinusoidally AM pure tone embedded in notched noise and found a
7 dB reduction in the magnitude of the response. This study did not
consider the impact of this reduction on a specific psychoacoustic
task, but degraded coding of AM information at the level of the IC is
expected to impair performance on a psychoacoustic AM detection
task. Verhulst et al. (2018b) expanded on these findings by using a
numerical model of the human auditory periphery to compute the



Fig. 4. Evidence that self-reported noise exposure is not correlated with ABR wave
I amplitude in humans.
The relationship between self-reported noise exposure (calculated as LAeq8760) and
action potential (AP) amplitude is shown for male and female participants for stimuli
including A: clicks, B: 2 kHz tone bursts, C: 3 kHz tone bursts, and D: 4 kHz tone bursts.
All AP amplitude data were normally distributed. Pearson correlation analysis revealed
no statistically significant relationships between self-reported noise history and AP
amplitude within males or females. Lines of best fit are shown (Males: black symbols
and regression lines; Females: red symbols and regression lines). Reprinted with
permission from Grinn et al. (2017), Frontiers in Neuroscience. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

Fig. 5. Evidence that ABR wave I amplitude is not decreased by noise exposure in
humans.
Grand average ABR waveforms. Average waveforms are shown in microvolts for males
and females separately and for the 15 lowest and 15 highest noise exposed individuals
for each sex. Waves I, III and V can be seen at around 2, 4 and 6ms respectively.
Waveforms are plotted broadband in order to show the full morphology of the
response. Reprinted with permission from Prendergast et al. (2017), Hearing Research.
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impact of synaptopathy and OHC loss on the EFR, AM and tone-in-
noise detection threshold. Complete low-SR fiber loss was pre-
dicted to elevate the 4 kHz AM detection threshold by 2 dB and an
additional loss of 50% or 75% of the high-SR fiber population
resulted in an AM detection threshold shift of 8 dB and 15 dB,
respectively. The simulations also showed that individual differ-
ences in AM detection were well correlated to the EFR (in response
to a 100% AM tone) and that synaptopathy, rather than OHC deficits,
was the main factor driving individual differences in AM detection
performance for listeners with normal audiograms and those with
sloping high frequency hearing loss. Furthermore, the simulations
predicted the need for a 4 dB stimulus signal increase for a syn-
aptopathy model (100% low-SR loss and 50% high-SR fiber loss) to
reach the same performance on a 4 kHz tone-in-noise detection
task as a normal hearing model. The simulated tone-in-noise
detection differences on the basis of different degrees of synapt-
opathy were consistent with behavioural chinchilla tone-in-noise
detection threshold shifts in the range of 5e10 dB when more
than 60% of the IHC populationwas lost (Lobarinas et al., 2016). Paul
et al. (2017) showed that a simulated loss of low- and medium-SR
fibers (based on the Zilany et al. (2014) model) was sufficient to
account for individual differences in AM detection thresholds for a
5 kHz pure tone among individuals with normal hearing. In another
simulation model, Carney (2018) suggested that synaptopathy may
alter spectral contrasts across the cochlear partition, which could
impair encoding of speech. These studies suggest that model sim-
ulations are a promising method for disentangling the role of
different AN fiber populations on suprathreshold auditory
perception as well as the interaction between synaptopathy and
OHC/IHC dysfunction.

1.2. Data inconsistent with noise-induced synaptopathy in humans

As outlined earlier, there are two basic approaches to the search
for noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in humans. The first is to
determine if noise exposure is associated with neural deficits (e.g.,
wave I amplitude changes) consistent with those observed in ani-
mals with histologically confirmed synaptopathy. The second is to
determinewhether or not noise exposure (with or without changes
in evoked potential measurements) is associatedwith ameasurable
change in auditory function (difficulties understanding speech in
complex listening situations).

A number of studies have used the first approach, specifically
seeking evidence of neural deficits that parallel those observed in
rodent models. To reduce the probability of inclusion of partici-
pants with significant OHC loss, human studies have largely
recruited listeners with hearing thresholds within the clinically
normal range (�20 dB HL) andmeasured the amplitude of wave I of
the ABR, the measure of AN function that is associated with syn-
aptopathy in rodent models (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009;
Sergeyenko et al., 2013). It needs to be mentioned that there are
several morphological differences between rodent and human
auditory neurons that could explain the difficulty in detecting
synaptopathy in humans. For example, the total number of spiral
ganglion cells and AN fibers differ and in contrast to rodents, nerve
fibers in humans are rarely myelinated (Kimura et al., 1979; Nadol
Jr, 1988).

The majority of studies have failed to find a significant relation
between questionnaire- or interview-based estimates of noise
exposure and wave I amplitude among participants with normal
audiometric hearing (Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017; Guest
et al., 2017b; Prendergast et al. 2017a, 2018; Spankovich et al., 2017;
Johannesen et al., 2019) (Figs. 4 and 5). The largest study to date
(126 participants) used a comprehensive lifetime noise interview to
estimate noise exposure history but failed to detect significant



Fig. 6. Evidence that ABR wave I amplitude is not decreased among individuals
with problems understanding speech-in-noise.
ABRs elicited by 102 dB peSPL clicks for verified-SPiN-impairment and control groups.
A: Grand average waveforms (averaged across ears and across participants). Shaded
areas represent the SEM. B: Wave I and wave V amplitudes, presented as mean ± SEM.
Reprinted with permission from Guest et al., 2018, Hearing Research.
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decreases in wave I amplitude with increasing noise exposure,
despite the presence of EHF hearing loss (Prendergast et al., 2017a),
raising questions about the prevalence of this pathology in humans
with “typical” noise histories. Also of interest is the study of
Fulbright et al. (2017), who collected data using the same meth-
odology and stimulus conditions as the earlier study by Stamper
and Johnson (2015a). A reanalysis of this earlier study by sex re-
ported a significant correlation between noise exposure and wave I
for female participants, but not males (Stamper and Johnson,
2015b). However, when Fulbright et al. added their data to those
of Stamper and Johnson, the effect was no longer significant for
females either, suggesting that this original result may have been a
statistical fluke. Several other groups have used the noise exposure
questionnaire (NEQ) as used by Stamper and Johnson, without
finding statistically significant relationships between NEQ scores
and wave I amplitude (Grinn et al., 2017; Spankovich et al., 2017;
Ridley et al., 2018). Skoe and Tufts (2018) did not detect differences
in wave I amplitude, although they did report delayed latencies of
waves I through V, with increasing delays for later waves. In this
study, the participants were divided into low- and high-exposure
groups based on noise dosimetry over a one-week period.

As indicated earlier, another potential electrophysiological
measure of synaptopathy that has received attention is the EFR,
which has been suggested as a sensitive measure of low-SR fiber
loss, especially at high stimulus levels and shallow modulation
depths (Bharadwaj et al. 2014, 2015). Again, however, the evidence
for an association with noise exposure is weak. Prendergast et al.
(2017a), Guest et al. (2017b), and Grose et al. (2017) have all re-
ported no significant relation between lifetime noise exposure and
EFR amplitude.

1.2.1. Studies failing to find evidence that noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy is functionally significant in humans

The second basic approach taken in studies of noise-induced
cochlear synaptopathy in humans is to determine whether or not
noise exposure (with or without changes in evoked potential
measurements) is associated with a measurable change in auditory
function. Recent studies that have taken this approach have pro-
vided little evidence that noise exposure is related to perceptual
deficits for listeners with normal audiometric hearing. In a study of
138 participants aged 18e36 with clinically normal hearing,
Prendergast et al. (2017b) reported little relation between lifetime
noise exposure and a range of perceptual measures, including fre-
quency discrimination, intensity discrimination, interaural phase
discrimination, AM detection, auditory localisation, musical
consonance perception, and speech perception in noise (SPiN).
Similarly, in an older cohort of 122 participants aged 30e57, Yeend
et al. (2017) reported no relation between lifetime noise exposure
and a range of auditory processing and SPiN tasks. Le Prell et al.
(2018) similarly failed to detect any statistically significant re-
lations between common sources of noise exposure and perfor-
mance on a word-in-noise test. These null results are consistent
with several other studies (Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017;
Grose et al., 2017; Guest et al., 2018).

Another approach that avoids issues with the unreliability of
self-reported noise exposure is to determine whether or not
perceptual deficits are associated with physiological measures
assumed to reflect cochlear synaptopathy. Several recent studies
have reported no relation between ABR wave I amplitude and SPiN
(Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017; Prendergast et al., 2017b;
Bramhall et al., 2018; Guest et al., 2018), nor between EFR ampli-
tude and SPiN (Prendergast et al., 2017b; Guest et al., 2018) (Fig. 6).
With regard to tinnitus, Gilles et al. (2016), Guest et al. (2017a;
2017b), and Shim et al. (2017), have each reported no relation be-
tween presence of tinnitus and wave I amplitude for participants
with normal audiometric hearing. Guest et al. (2017a; 2017b) also
reported no significant reduction in EFR amplitude in their tinnitus
participants compared to controls.

1.3. Possible explanations for null results and differences between
studies

It is invalid to assume that a non-significant result implies that
the null hypothesis has been proven. The following comments offer
potential reasons for null results and differences in outcomes across
studies. Many of the issues noted below have the net effect of
reducing statistical power, as they introduce variability into the
data.

1.3.1. Humans may be less vulnerable to noise-induced
synaptopathy than rodents

Cochlear synaptopathy is observed with ~100 dB SPL 2-h octave
band exposures in the mouse (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009),
~106 dB SPL 2-h octave band exposures in the guinea pig (Lin et al.,
2011), and ~109 dB SPL 2-h octave band exposures in the rat
(Lobarinas et al., 2017). Decreasing sound levels by 3 dB can elim-
inate synaptopathic injury (see Fernandez et al., 2015), whereas
increasing sound levels by 3 dB can intensify the injury to include
permanent threshold shift (Lin et al., 2011). Macaque monkeys are
more resistant to cochlear synaptopathy than rodents (Valero et al.,
2017), resulting in predictions that humans are less susceptible to
noise-induced synaptopathy than rodents (Dobie and Humes,
2017). Given the high intensity levels needed to produce acoustic
trauma resulting in significant temporary threshold shift, bordering
on a permanent threshold shift, theremay be few human exposures
that will result in the large reductions in ABR wave I seen in the
original mouse study (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009). If so, this
would make selective noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy harder
to detect in humans. Indeed, when Dobie and Humes adjusted for
inter-species differences in susceptibility to noise-induced tempo-
rary threshold shift, they found that the noise exposures that cause
neuropathy in rodents, when translated to the equivalent levels
predicted to be needed to induce cochlear synaptopathy in humans,
exceed the OSHA permissible exposure limits. This suggests that
the noise exposure levels that are synaptopathic for humans may
already be addressed by current noise exposure guidelines; addi-
tional research using repeated exposure paradigms is urgently
needed to better model occupational risk (for recent review, see Le
Prell, 2019).
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1.3.2. The range of exposures inducing selective cochlear
synaptopathy may be narrow

In a recent macaque study, noise exposures producing a tem-
porary threshold shift were associated with only a 12e27% loss of
synapses (Valero et al., 2017) versus 40e55% loss in rodent models
(Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Hickox et al., 2017).
Given that primates appear more resistant to noise-induced syn-
aptopathy than mice (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Valero et al.,
2017), there may only be a narrow “sweet spot” where noise-
induced cochlear synaptopathy can occur while hearing thresh-
olds are still clinically normal. This sweet spot would be charac-
terized by sufficient synaptopathy to be detectable via ABR
amplitude measurements (or another less variable, more reliable
metric), but with overall cochlear damage low enough that OHCs
are intact and hearing thresholds are normal. It is possible that this
“sweet spot” is often the result of a combination of noise- and age-
related synaptopathy. Support for this suggestion comes from the
observation that several studies investigating young people with
recreational noise exposure or tinnitus have failed to find evidence
for synaptopathy in ABR wave I amplitude measurements
(Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017; Guest et al. 2017b, 2018;
Prendergast et al., 2017a), whereas studies in slightly older cohorts
(Schaette and McAlpine, 2011; Gu et al., 2012; Valderrama et al.,
2018) did find reductions in ABR wave I amplitude in the experi-
mental group. There is also the possibility that partial synaptic
repair may occur in humans following noise exposure. This phe-
nomenon has been observed in noise-exposed guinea pigs (Liu
et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2016) and if also prevalent in humans, it
would be yet another source of variation impacting our ability to
find evidence for synaptopathy.

1.3.3. Sound-evoked potentials are more variable in humans than in
rodents

In the study of Prendergast et al. (2018), the coefficient of vari-
ation inwave I amplitude was 25% in the low noise exposure group,
which may indicate a large degree of variability compared to the
effect beingmeasured. One of the factors that may contribute to the
between-subject variability and reduced statistical power for
detection of differences in human electrophysiological measures is
head size and geometry (Mitchell et al., 1989; Don et al., 1994); this
may contribute to differences in the average ABR wave I amplitude
for males and females, with smaller average wave I amplitudes in
males than in females. Cochlear duct length also varies with sex,
with longer duct length in males than in females (Sato et al., 1991;
Thong et al., 2017). The higher noise floor of human ABR wave I
amplitude measurements is another potential source of variability.
Humans are tested while unanesthetized (with a variable sleep
state) and with dermal or ear canal electrodes, while rodents are
tested while anesthetized using subcutaneous needle electrodes.
An additional aspect that needs further investigation is the possi-
bility that top-down regulation might be playing a role.

1.3.4. The sensitivity of the auditory brainstem response to human
synaptopathy might be inadequate

Most human studies have employed ABR amplitude measure-
ments to assess cochlear synaptopathy (Schaette and McAlpine,
2011; Gu et al., 2012; Stamper and Johnson, 2015a; Liberman
et al., 2016; Bramhall et al. 2017, 2018; Fulbright et al., 2017;
Grinn et al., 2017; Grose et al., 2017; Guest et al. 2017b, 2018;
Prendergast et al., 2017a; Shim et al., 2017; Valderrama et al., 2018).
In these studies, a decrease in the amplitude of ABR wave I relative
to wave V has been interpreted as evidence for cochlear synapt-
opathy, based on speculation that wave V amplitude is “normal” as
a consequence of the compensatory central gain observed in animal
models (see Salvi et al., 2017). The interpretation of wave I/V ratios
must be considered hypothetical at this time, as central gain as a
compensatorymechanism subsequent to the loss of synapses in the
cochlea is highly speculative and not well understood. It is also
possible that not all cases of synaptopathy lead to increased central
gain. Using ABRwave I amplitude as an indicator of synaptopathy is
further complicated by the fact that high frequency OHC loss also
reduces ABR wave I amplitude by decreasing the contribution of
high frequency AN fibers to the ABR generation (e.g., Lewis et al.,
2015; Verhulst et al., 2016). In addition, it must be remembered
that the OHCs provide significant level-dependent amplification of
the cochlear response, and loss of the OHCs decreases the input to
the IHCs (Dallos et al., 2006; for recent review see Le Prell, 2019).
This makes it difficult to use ABR wave I amplitude to diagnose
synaptopathy when OHC dysfunction is also present. Thus, syn-
aptopathy might remain “hidden” even if ABR amplitude mea-
surements are added to the audiometric test battery.

In addition, the results of Bourien et al. (2014) suggest that ABR
wave I amplitudes might not be a particularly sensitive measure of
low-SR synaptopathy. In a series of measurements in gerbils,
Bourien et al. showed that low-SR AN fibers have a minimal
contribution to the amplitude of ABR wave 1. There are, however,
indications, that low-SR fibers might be more important in con-
trolling the efferent system than in encoding of high-intensity
sound levels (Carney, 2018). This is also consistent with the
modelling work in Encina-Llamas et al. (2017) where the EFR is
dominated by off-frequency high-SR fibers. Removing all low-SR
fibers shows hardly any contribution in a model based on AN re-
sponses. Interestingly, when Furman et al. (2013) demonstrated
particular vulnerability of low-SR fibers to synaptopathy, they
binned the low- and medium-SR fibers together in their analysis.
Therefore, the possibility for a significant contribution of medium-
and high-SR fiber loss to synaptopathy (and ABR wave I amplitude)
should also be considered.

1.3.5. The sensitivity of the envelope following response to human
synaptopathy might be inadequate

In addition to the concerns noted above, there are other factors
that suggest the second main electrophysiological measure of
synaptopathy in rodents, EFR amplitude, may also be insensitive to
synaptopathy in humans, consistent with the lack of a clear
reduction in EFR strength in individuals with a history of noise
exposure. Modelling of AN activity suggests that low-SR fibers have
limited contribution to the EFR at high stimulus levels and that
amplitude fluctuations in the stimulus are coded by the activity of
high-SR fibers at frequencies basal to the frequency of the stimulus
(Encina-Llamas et al., 2017). Accordingly, low-SR fiber loss will not
impact the EFR due to the large population of high-SR fibers
contributing to the response. Empirical data will be necessary to
resolve these questions, given discrepancies in predictions across
the various modelling efforts. Furthermore, as noted earlier, in the
mouse model, the EFR is sensitive to synaptopathy at high modu-
lation rates (around 1 kHz, Shaheen et al. (2015)) but does not seem
to be sensitive to synaptopathy at the lower rates (typically 100Hz)
used in the human studies.

1.3.6. Variability in the noise-exposed populations studied could
underlie observed differences in results and conclusions

Most studies of noise-induced synaptopathy have investigated
young people with clinically normal hearing and high versus low
recreational noise exposure (e.g. concerts, personal music player
use, etc.). Many of these studies have not found an effect of noise
exposure on suprathreshold ABRwave I amplitude, either using the
noise exposure survey scores as a continuous variable or when
participants are sorted into high and low exposure groups using
survey data (Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017; Prendergast
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et al., 2017a). Similarly, Holtegaard & Epp (2018) found no differ-
ence in ABR wave I amplitude for individuals with a history of
occupational noise exposure (musicians and flight attendants)
compared to controls with less reported noise exposure. In
contrast, studies of young music students (Liberman et al. (2016)
and young female adults (Stamper and Johnson, 2015a; 2015b)
have found electrophysiological differences as a function of noise
exposure history, consistent with synaptopathy. The few studies
that have included older participants or individuals with higher
levels of noise exposure have found noise exposure-related re-
ductions in ABR wave I amplitude (Bramhall et al., 2017;
Valderrama et al., 2018). Common recreational exposures andmany
occupational exposures are very different from the high-intensity
military noise and firearms to which Bramhall et al.’s participants
were exposed. If it is the case that humans are not as susceptible as
rodents to noise-induced synaptopathy (Dobie and Humes, 2017;
Valero et al., 2017), then it is likely that the intensity levels of many
common sources of recreational noise exposure are simply not high
enough to cause synaptopathy.

1.3.7. Differences in OHC function between control and
experimental groups could confound results and interpretation

Even among young people with normal audiograms, subclinical
OHC dysfunction is more likely in those with noise exposure than
thosewithout. This could affect electrophysiological and perceptual
measures, leading to between-group differences that are not solely
related to synaptopathy.

1.3.8. Variability in the tinnitus populations used across studies
could underlie observed differences in results and conclusions

Recruitment strategies across studies investigating ABR wave I
amplitude and tinnitus have varied (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011;
Gu et al., 2012; Guest et al., 2017b; Shim et al., 2017; Bramhall et al.,
2018), which may contribute to the differing results. Tinnitus is a
heterogeneous disorder with noise exposure as one possible cause.
Other etiologies of tinnitus include head/neck trauma, medications,
thyroid problems, cardiovascular disease, acoustic neuroma,
Meniere's disease, etc. (Henry et al., 2014). When subjects are
recruited specifically based on their report of tinnitus, it is expected
that there will be a mix of underlying etiologies for the tinnitus.
However, if a study recruits for noise exposure and then looks at the
subgroup of noise-exposed participants that have tinnitus, that
tinnitus group is more likely to have predominantly noise-induced
tinnitus.

1.3.9. Functional metrics are variable; some tests may not have
adequate sensitivity or specificity

It is also perhaps unsurprising that it has proven difficult to find
evidence that synaptopathy leads to deficits in behavioural per-
formance. Oxenham (2016) has argued, from a signal detection
theory perspective, that the effects of even 50% deafferentation
may be insignificant perceptually. Other perceptual (Lopez-Poveda
and Barrios, 2013; Marmel et al., 2015) and computational models,
however, suggest larger effects (4e7 dB) (Paul et al., 2017; Verhulst
et al., 2018b) depending on the stimulus characteristics and the
amount of deafferentation. Empirical data are needed to assess
these varied model predictions. However, the models recently
described by Carney (2018) suggest an even more fundamental
paradigm change may be necessary, arguing against a direct role of
low- and medium-SR fibers in coding sounds at moderate to high
sound levels.

Many auditory and non-auditory factors, such as memory and
attention, are known to contribute to behavioural tasks such as
SPiN (Yeend et al., 2017), and the contribution of synaptopathy may
be relatively small, at least for listeners with clinically normal
audiograms. Additional research is needed to determine the rela-
tive contributions of OHC function, cochlear synaptopathy, mem-
ory, attention, and other factors on auditory perception. If
associations between cochlear synaptopathy and perceptual issues
cannot ultimately be reliably measured, even in individuals with
significant synaptic loss, such results would raise questions as to
whether noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy should be regarded
as a major hearing health issue. While cross-sectional retrospective
study designs are useful and powerful, longitudinal studies allow-
ing the trajectory of change to be established in parallel across a
detailed test battery would be helpful in more completely
answering these questions.

1.3.10. Noise exposure history metrics are variable and imprecise
exposure measurements introduce variability

Different groups have used a variety of measures of self-
reported noise exposure history in their studies of noise-induced
synaptopathy (Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Stamper and Johnson,
2015a; Liberman et al., 2016; Bramhall et al., 2017; Grinn et al.,
2017; Grose et al., 2017; Paul et al., 2017; Prendergast et al.,
2017a; Yeend et al., 2017; Holtegaard and Epp, 2018). Although
synaptopathy can theoretically be induced by noise exposure
experienced at any point in an individual's lifetime, some of these
metrics assess noise exposure only during the previous year or two
rather than over their lifetime. Although participants were
excluded if they reported that the previous year was not repre-
sentative of historic exposure, surveys based on the previous year
have not been validated against lifetime surveys. Except for
Bramhall et al. and Yeend et al., these noise exposure measures
either do not specifically ask about firearm use or they do not
incorporate firearm exposure into the overall noise exposure score
because they use a scoring system that does not allow for both
continuous and impulse/impact noise exposures. However, this is
probably not a significant confound for the European studies,
where firearm use is minimal. In addition, all self-report measures
are dependent on the recall ability of the participants. This makes
noise exposure history questionnaires a relatively crudemetric that
is prone to measurement error. There is no consensus on which
noise exposure questionnaire should be used for studying synapt-
opathy or how to score it, making comparisons across studies
difficult.

It has been argued that the imprecision of the self-report noise
exposure metrics is small compared to the range of noise exposures
in the sample of participants used in some studies. For example, in
one study reporting a null result for ABR wave I, the low- and high-
exposure groups differed by an average of a factor of 340 in terms of
estimated lifetime energy of exposure (Prendergast et al., 2018).
The mean exposure for the low-noise group in this study was
equivalent, in terms of total energy, to that for an individual who
goes to a nightclub or live music event for 1.5 h, once per year, for 5
years. Themean high-noise exposurewas equivalent to going to the
same event for 3 h, three times perweek, everyweek of the year, for
5 years. It seems unlikely that participants’ recollection of expo-
sures would be so poor as to be unable to distinguish between
these. Furthermore, the lifetime noise-exposure measure used by
Prendergast, Guest, and colleagues, was significantly correlated
with 16-kHz thresholds (Prendergast et al., 2017a) and with the
presence of tinnitus (Guest et al., 2017b), suggesting that this
measure is reliable. However, measurement error in estimates of
noise exposure remains a significant concern. The potential for
errors associated with the assignment of sound intensity levels to
recreational exposures is highlighted by Le Prell et al. (2018), who
measured preferred music player listening levels across multiple
songs per subject. Even within a quiet lab setting, individual sub-
jects had significant variability in their level selections on a song-
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to-song basis. These data raise questions about the validity of
assigning a relatively arbitrary intensity level for calculating accu-
mulated noise exposure over the past year or longer periods of
time. Differences in accumulated noise dose are highly variable
across events and individuals, as a function of differences in event
intensity level, distance from the sound source, and duration of
event attendance (see for example, the event-specific exposure
data in Grinn et al. (2017)).

1.3.11. Control groups may differ across studies
In group comparisons, it is vital that the control population has

limited noise exposure, otherwise the presence of people with
synaptopathy in the control group will make it difficult to detect
differences between the control and experimental groups. Ensuring
a control group with limited noise exposure is difficult due to the
inherent limitations of using noise exposure questionnaires. An in-
depth noise exposure questionnaire with specific questions about a
variety of potentially noisy activities rather than a questionnaire
that uses more general questions to assess noise exposure history
may be necessary to aid recall of noise exposures in potential study
participants, particularly for infrequent exposures. Given the re-
sults from Bramhall et al. (2017) suggesting that firearm users have
reduced ABR wave I amplitudes, even individuals with a single
episode of firearm exposure should not be included in a control
group. Confirming good OHC function by screening for otoacoustic
emissions (OAEs) and/or EHF thresholds will also help ensure this
population does not have noise exposure history that they have
forgotten to report. It is also possible that most adult humans have
some degree of age-related and/or noise-induced synaptopathy,
making it difficult to identify a true control population, and
obscuring variation between groups.

1.3.12. Positive results may be due to audiometric confounds
unrelated to synaptopathy

Several studies have provided intriguing evidence that could
support an interpretation of an underlying synaptopathic injury.
However, there are potential confounds in some of these studies
that should be considered. Some studies that have reported a
relation between ABR measures of synaptopathy and noise expo-
sure have either reported high-frequency audiometric differences
between low- and high-noise groups (Liberman et al., 2016;
Bramhall et al., 2017), or have notmeasured audiometric thresholds
at extended high frequencies above 8 kHz (Stamper and Johnson,
2015a; 2015b). Bramhall et al. (2017) reported a 2e6 kHz
threshold elevation compared to controls for one of their high-
noise groups (“veteran high noise”), but not the other (“non-vet-
eran firearms”). However, they controlled for variability in OHC
function in their analysis by statistically adjusting for DPOAE dif-
ferences between the groups. It is unclear the extent towhich small
audiometric differences might influence the electrophysiological
measures of synaptopathy, although it is known that ABR wave I
amplitude is dependent on basal cochlear generators (Don and
Eggermont, 1978). Valderrama et al. (2018) reported a weak but
significant relation between lifetime noise exposure and ABR wave
I amplitude, even after controlling for audiometric thresholds.
Although this was a relatively large sample with careful docu-
mentation of lifetime exposure to noise, the authors note that if a
single outlier with extremely low noise and an extremely robust
ABRwave I amplitudewas excluded from the analysis, the observed
association between lifetime noise exposure and ABR wave I
amplitude was no longer statistically significant.

Some of the positive findings with respect to tinnitus and syn-
aptopathy may also have been affected by audiometric differences.
In the Gu et al. (2012) study the groups were not audiometrically
matched for the click level (120 dB peSPL) at which a significant
effect onwave I amplitude was observed, with higher thresholds in
the tinnitus group at frequencies of 8 kHz and above. In the
Bramhall et al. (2018) study therewere also audiometric differences
between the groups, although the authors controlled for DPOAE
differences in the analyses. In the Schaette and McAlpine (2011)
study there was a small audiometric threshold elevation (3.5 dB)
in the tinnitus group at 12 kHz, and thresholds at higher fre-
quencies were not reported. Wojtczak et al. (2017), who reported a
large reduction in the acoustic MEMR amplitude in their tinnitus
participants compared to controls, also observed substantial
audiometric differences between groups. Although the effect of
group was still highly significant after controlling for audiometric
threshold, the pure tone threshold measurements were limited to a
minimum of 0 dB HL, which may have biased thresholds for the
controls upwards. It is unclear, however, if this could account for
the large group differences in MEMR amplitude they observed.
1.3.13. Reproducibility is a major concern
Finally, we should be aware of the crisis in the wider neurosci-

ence community regarding reproducibility (Colquhoun, 2017).
Many of the human studies of synaptopathy have used a large
number of outcome measures. Studies have often reported positive
effects for one measure but not others, and the statistical signifi-
cance of the positive effects has often been marginal (and usually
uncorrected for multiple comparisons). In these circumstances, the
risk of statistical Type I errors is very high.
2. Suggestions for methodological approaches to investigate
synaptopathy in humans

With the current state of technology, synaptopathy is a pa-
thology that can only reliably be revealed using histological tech-
niques post-mortem. Because between-study differences in results
may be due to methodological differences, researchers around the
world are working to identify the “best” (most sensitive) non-
invasive measures for detecting synaptopathy in humans. Ulti-
mately, a test battery should be sensitive to synaptopathy both
when auditory thresholds are normal, as well as when other
auditory deficits are present. However, given that most studies of
synaptopathy in humans have used samples with clinically normal
or near normal hearing thresholds, it is difficult to recommend the
best test measures for diagnosing synaptopathy in individuals with
abnormal auditory thresholds. Therefore, the following recom-
mendations are oriented towards diagnosis of synaptopathy in
people with normal audiograms. Many of the essential components
of the test battery may be necessary in order to have confidence in
inferences regarding synaptopathy. The recommendations are as
follows:

o Noise exposure measurement tools: At this time, a variety of
retrospective self-report tools are being used to investigate
noise-induced synaptopathy. Some are survey based and
emphasize the past year; others are interview based and
emphasize lifetime noise exposure history. The strongest
approach would include prospective monitoring of changes in
the auditory measures described below as a function of noise
exposure documented via dosimetry, but such data will be
difficult to collect over an individual's lifetime. The more prac-
tical goal should be the development of standardized survey
tools that can be used across laboratories, although these are
inevitably subject to recall bias. An alternative approach is the
recruitment of subjects with specific risk factors (e.g. frequent
exposure to very high-intensity amplified music, exposure to
firearm discharge, work in a high-level noise environment) with
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planned comparisons with lower-exposure control subjects
matched for age and sex.

o Otoscopy: inspection of the ear canals is necessary to exclude
participants with potential obstruction of the ear canal or other
pathology that may confound the results.

o Tympanometry: measurement of ear drum mobility while the
pressure in the sealed ear canal is systematically changed; this is
necessary to document a correctly functioning middle ear
system.

o DPOAEs: a measure of OHC function, necessary for differential
allocation of deficits to OHC or AN damage. Note that if sound
conduction through the middle ear is compromised, DPOAEs
will be reduced or absent even if the OHC population and
function are intact.
� During screening tests, DPOAEs are often scored as pass/fail
based onwhether their levels are at least 6 dB above the noise
floor. This is inadequate and more stringent criteria should be
used to guarantee normal OHC function.

� When DPOAEs are used diagnostically, they are more
commonly defined as present and normal, present but
abnormal, or absent, with present but abnormal used to
identify DPOAE responses that are present but at a reduced
amplitude. Empirical research is necessary to identify
whether use of these three categories has adequate specificity
and sensitivity for sorting participants in these studies.

� DPOAE testing with f1 and f2 primary tone levels of 65 dB SPL
and 55 dB SPL are common. A DP-gram obtained at these
stimulus levels can be compared to normative values (Gorga
et al., 1997, Table A1). Restricting study participation to in-
dividuals with DPOAE levels above the 95th percentile for
Gorga et al.‘s impaired sample will greatly limit OHC
dysfunction. However, in noise-exposed samples, this may
make it difficult to meet recruitment targets.

� Testing at lower SPLs should also be considered; noise-
induced deficits may emerge at lower SPLs prior to higher
SPLs and thus subtle changes in OHC function can be missed.

� As the availability of clinical equipment capable of measuring
high-frequency DPOAEs continues to improve, the ability to
adjust for OAE amplitudemay continue to improve, and it may
be advisable to require “normal” OAEs of all study participants
at all tested frequencies (Bramhall et al., 2017). Although in-
clusion of OAEs might improve the ability to interpret study
outcomes, it must also be remembered that normal DPOAEs
can be recorded even in the presence of OHC damage and thus
normal DPOAEs do not necessarily imply the OHC population
is not damaged (Subramaniam et al. 1994a, 1994b; Chen and
Fechter, 2003). In addition, OAEs are not sensitive to IHC
function, and therefore controlling for OAEs will not guar-
antee perfect matching between groups.

o Pure tone air conduction thresholds, including EHF assessment:
Conventional threshold assessment is necessary, including 3
and 6 kHz, and it is essential that EHF assessment be completed
up to 12e16 kHz. Multiple studies have provided evidence of
deficits in the high frequency range related to noise exposure
history, with or without corresponding changes in ABR wave I
amplitude. As described earlier, ABR wave I is sensitive to basal
cochlear function, so it may be important to control for EHF
thresholds when making comparisons between participants
using this metric.

o ABR: ameasure of the sound-evoked neural response, evoked by
tones or clicks. Protocols vary significantly across laboratories;
in the absence of more sensitive metrics, this is the current gold
standard in animal models and should be included in human
studies.
o Clicks will activate larger regions of the cochlea than tones;
some laboratories record responses to both clicks and tones
while others only report responses to clicks. In order to reduce
the potential impact of OHC loss in subjects with EHF hearing
loss, low-pass filtered clicks could be used. At high intensities,
ANFs at high CFs will only contribute through their tails,
which are not affected by OHC loss. To facilitate comparisons
across studies, clicks should be included in all investigations,
and tones, chirps, and other shaped signals should be
considered as optional additions. Because the original data
from Kujawa and Liberman (2009) reveal frequency-specific
effects with both more cochlear synaptopathy in basal re-
gions and greater wave I deficits at higher frequencies, it is
reasonable to predict that non-click signals may provide
insight into patterns of damage within the human cochlea but
we do not yet have sufficient evidence to recommend specific
protocols. If data emerge documenting increased sensitivity
with non-click signals, these recommendations should be re-
evaluated.

o In general, click levels vary from as low as 70 dB nHL to as high
as 100 dB nHL. Some groups report these stimulus levels in dB
nHL, while others report them in dB peSPL. To facilitate
comparisons across studies, both dB nHL and dB peSPL should
be included in all reports. Based on both animal data and the
studies reporting ABR wave I deficits consistent with syn-
aptopathy, 90 and 100 dB peSPL stimuli are likely to be the
most sensitive in revealing wave I deficits; at least one of
these higher-level conditions should be included.

o Most human studies consider click durations of 80e100 ms
(see Table 1) to characterize the onset response of the popu-
lation of AN fibers. It should be noted that adopting longer
duration click or tone-burst stimuli with different windowing
properties are known to alter the frequency-dependent
sources which contribute to the ABR amplitude
(Rasetshwane et al., 2013). The exact stimulus specifics for the
ABR might thus also have an impact on their sensitivity to
synaptopathy and/or on the AN fibers types which contribute
to the population response.

o Responses may be measured using dermal electrodes or ear
canal electrodes; ear canal electrodes are increasingly used in
more recent studies to improve resolution of wave I.

o Overall configuration for recordings may be a one-channel or
two-channel configuration. In a one-channel configuration,
the active electrode is placed at the high forehead (Cz or Fpz),
the reference electrode is placed at the ipsilateral earlobe or
the mastoid, and the ground is placed at the contralateral
earlobe or mastoid. In a two-channel configuration, the active
electrodes for both channels are placed on the high forehead
(Cz or Fpz), reference electrodes are placed on both earlobes
or both mastoids, and the ground is placed at the center of the
forehead.

o The number of samples averaged has ranged from 500 (Grinn
et al., 2017) to 12,500 (Valderrama et al., 2018). Increasing the
number of samples averaged will reduce noise in the ABR
waveform, making it easier to resolve wave I, but data
collection time is increased. It has been indicated that there is
little improvement between 1000 and 2000 averages, except
near threshold where as many as 4000 averages may be
needed (Hall, 1992). It appears that 1000 averages is probably
adequate when measuring responses to high level
(90e100 dB SPL) click signals in a normal-hearing population,
but increased averaging may be required when including
participants with abnormal pure tone thresholds. A conser-
vative approach would be to average a minimum of 4000
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responses; additional data would be helpful in guiding the
minimum protocol requirements.

o Increasing the stimulus rate reduces neural recovery time
between stimuli, reduces the ability to resolve wave I, and
increases wave V latency. Stimulus presentation rates vary
widely across studies. Hall (1992) shows that wave I ampli-
tude is constant up to 21/sec rates and the amplitude de-
creases at 31/sec and at higher rates. Thus, a 21/sec ratewould
be recommended for a standard test rate; additional stimulus
rates can be included to probe the rate of wave I amplitude
decrease as stimulus rate increases.

o Although ABR measurements are a necessary element of the
test battery, it must be noted that the field is not yet at a point
where it is feasible to agree on whether wave I amplitude is
the best metric or not, with some data suggesting that wave I
is insensitive to low-SR fiber loss (Bourien et al., 2014).

Wave I has good test-retest reliability (low measurement error)
but large between-subject variance (Mitchell et al., 1989; Don et al.,
1994; Prendergast et al., 2018). A differential measure that reduces
between-subject variance due to factors unrelated to synaptopathy
is recommended for improved sensitivity. As discussed above, the
use of a ratio derived from wave I (i.e., wave V/I, or SP/AP ampli-
tude) or other metrics such as wave V latency may be problematic
because (1) the value of the ratio critically depends on changes in
the numerator and (2) wave V features reflect response character-
istics from central auditory nuclei, which may or may not correlate
with synaptopathy. The growth of ABR wave I with increasing
stimulus intensity may be a useful differential wave I measure with
reasonable test-retest reliability (Johannesen et al., 2019), but the
data do not allow recommendation for a single best differential
measure at this moment.

o In the absence of OHC deficits, it is not clear whether ABR la-
tencies are impacted by synaptopathy. Delayed and temporally
smeared first-spike latencies of low-SR fibers compared to high-
SR fibers mean that the ABR wave I is mostly dominated by the
temporally precise high-SR fibers (Bourien et al., 2014). A se-
lective loss of low-SR fibers or different degrees of high-SR fiber
loss is thus not expected to impact the ABRwave-I latency much
(see also simulations in Verhulst et al., 2018a). However, there is
a suggestion that the degree to which the ABR wave-V latency
shifts when background noise is added can be a marker of se-
lective low/medium-SR fiber loss (Mehraei et al., 2016). In
contrast to suggestions that ABR latencies reflect cochlear syn-
aptopathy, it must also be noted that ABR latencies are very
sensitive to OHC deficits and the shape of the audiogram (Gorga
et al., 1985; Lewis et al., 2015). This means that ABR latencies for
constant SPL stimulation can be used as a control measure to
verify whether EHF loss contributed to the degraded ABR wave I
amplitude. Specifically, the ABR waves would be delayed in
listeners with OHC loss, when compared to listeners without
OHC loss but with or without synaptopathy.

o It is important to control for any potential confounds due to
high-frequency hair cell damage, which may impact wave I in
particular (and more so than wave V given that wave-V gener-
ators are more low-frequency than the wave-I generators (Don
and Eggermont, 1978)). EHF testing and/or high-frequency
DPOAE measurements provide critical insight into peripheral
damage and one or both of these measures should be included.
Even in a sample with normal audiograms, it is advisable that
ABR measures are statistically adjusted for between-subject
differences in OAEs. OAEs are more sensitive to noise exposure
than pure tone thresholds (Engdahl and Kemp, 1996; Seixas
et al., 2005; Marshall et al., 2009) and OAEs measured in the
high frequencies (4e8 kHz) are correlated with pure tone
thresholds in the extended high frequencies (11e20 kHz, Arnold
et al., 1999). Given that OAEs are reflective of peripheral auditory
function, adjusting ABR wave I amplitudes for OAEs may be
preferable to adjusting for pure tone thresholds, which theo-
retically could be impacted by high levels of neuronal loss.
Another potential method of limiting the impact of high-
frequency hair cell damage is to add notched noise to the ABR
stimulus. It should also be noted that wave I can be impacted by
sub-clinical IHC dysfunction, and distinguishing synaptopathy
from IHC dysfunction is problematic using wave I amplitude in
isolation. It will also be problematic to distinguish synaptopathy
(loss of synapses) from deafferentation (loss of nerve fibers)
using wave I. In the absence of histopathology, which cannot be
collected from live participants, we recommend that authors
reporting results remain cognizant of these limitations and
specifically acknowledge the imprecision of wave I results.

In summary, it is reasonable to infer there is a pathology of the
IHCs, the synapses, or the ascending neural pathway, if middle ear
conduction, OHC function, and threshold sensitivity (including EHF
thresholds) are all normal, but there is decreased amplitude of the
AP or wave I of the ABR. If middle ear conduction, OHC function, or
threshold sensitivity are suspected to be compromised, the infer-
ence of selective synaptopathy is drawn into question. This does not
mean synaptopathy has not occurred, but that functional deficits
and/or suprathreshold complaints cannot be attributed to a selec-
tive neural pathology as there are other potentially contributing
pathologies present.

There are a number of optional (experimental) elements of the
test battery that labs may consider adding; it is possible that one or
more of these elements will ultimately be identified as essential
components to include in future investigations. These are described
below.

� MEMR: also termed the acoustic reflex, stapedius reflex, or
auditory reflex; this is an involuntary muscle contraction which
can be triggered by either ipsilateral or contralateral sound. The
AN must be intact to initiate the acoustic reflex; the strength of
the acoustic reflex is reduced in mice with synaptopathy (Valero
et al. 2016, 2018) and this may prove to be a useful metric in
humans as well. MEMRs are known to be weak, or absent, in a
subset of the population (Flamme et al., 2017; McGregor et al.,
2018), and it has been suggested that synaptopathic injury
could underlie this observed individual variability (Wojtczak
et al., 2017). Use of a wideband probe and a broadband acti-
vator stimulus has been shown to lower MEMR thresholds
compared to the standard 226 Hz probe tone used clinically,
which could perhaps improve the ability to reliably detect
MEMR responses in future studies (Feeney et al., 2017).

� Signal-in-Noise/Speech-in-Noise testing: Various labs are using
different clinical tests, including the QuickSin, WIN, Matrix test,
and others. The custom manipulation of the NU-6 words by
Liberman et al. (2016) revealed significant differences in per-
formance for high-risk and low-risk participants. However, this
test is not readily available to others, complicating replication of
the testing and reproduction of the results by other laboratories.
Furthermore, task difficulty can be defined simply in terms of
percent correct performance, which is easily manipulated in any
speech-in-noise test by changing the signal-to-noise ratio.
Making a test more “complex”with respect to the cues available
would be expected to make the test more cognitively
demanding (for example, requiring increased attention and
listening effort). This is likely to make performance more reliant
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on central rather than peripheral factors, reducing sensitivity to
synaptopathy.

� Testing audiometric thresholds for brief tones (<20ms) has
been suggested as a possible method for detecting synaptop-
athy. Theoretical reasoning by Lopez-Poveda and Barrios (2013)
and perceptual model simulations by Marmel et al. (2015)
suggest that synaptopathy involves a substantial loss of low-
threshold AN fibers in addition to the larger loss of high-
threshold fibers, which is predicted to elevate the detection
threshold for brief tones, without significantly elevating the
thresholds for longer sounds. The results of Wong et al. (2019) in
the budgerigar undermine this approach and the experimental
data currently available are not adequate to allow a recom-
mended protocol for this test.

� Supra-threshold temporal tasks: Basic psychoacoustic tasks
such as AM detection, temporal fine-structure sensitivity tasks,
tone-in-noise detection, frequency and intensity discrimination
as well as basic binaural ITD or ILD sensitivity tasks have been
completed by some laboratories, but there is only limited
theoretical development relating synaptopathy to specific defi-
cits of interest. In those cases where deficits are present on only
a subset of temporal processing tasks, interpretation is chal-
lenging. Some of these tests will be compromised by OHC pa-
thology, highlighting the need for careful DPOAE assessment, if
deficits are to be attributed to selective neural injury.

Hyperacusis tools: There are no uniform measures of hyper-
acusis; loudness discomfort levels could be considered for inclusion
(following Bramhall et al., 2018), although this measure may not be
a good predictor of hyperacusis. Alternatively, a measure of loud-
ness growth, such as the Contour Test of Loudness Perception (Cox
et al., 1997), or categorical loudness scaling (Brand and Hohmann,
2002), might be a better metric. Annoyance related to everyday
sounds and avoidance of noisy environments (following Liberman
et al., 2016) could be considered for inclusion as well.

� ABR amplitude versus latency plots can be derived from the raw
data and may be considered as per Verhulst et al. (2016) to
further disentangle the contribution of OHC and synaptopathy
aspects to SNHL.

� EFR: The EFR is a steady-state sound evoked response which
follows the envelope of an AM stimulus. The carrier and mod-
ulation frequency can be manipulated, as well as the depth of
amplitude modulation. Some studies have also included mask-
ing noise (e.g., Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2017). However,
as described above, the EFR cannot be measured in humans
easily at the high modulations rates (~1 kHz) that are associated
with synaptopathy in animal models. Even though model sim-
ulations suggest that EFRs to lower modulation rates may also
be sensitive to synaptopathy, the interpretation of the EFR
metric in terms of synaptopathy might depend critically on the
stimulus characteristics and masking noise applied.

Ultimately, to reach a definitive differential diagnosis of syn-
aptopathy, we may need to turn to novel brain imaging techniques,
perhaps variations of magnetic resonance imaging, positron emis-
sion tomography or magnetoencephalography, or a new method,
such as the molecular imaging technique used to detect changes in
the neurotransmitter dopamine in the human brain described by
Badgaiyan (2014). It may be that research efforts into other
neurological conditions, such as Alzheimer's disease, may yield
viable techniques which hearing scientists can adopt for the
detection of abnormal synaptic transmission at the AN.

The above list of suggestions for assays to detect synaptopathy is
quite lengthy and would not be clinically feasible for diagnostic
purposes due to time constraints. However, at this point in time it is
not possible to minimize the number of assays because of the many
uncertainties within the literature. A more concise battery of assays
can only be suggested when the number of studies related to hu-
man synaptopathy increase and the combinations of assays become
validated.

3. Conclusions

Despite a concerted international research effort over the past
several years, conclusive evidence for noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy in humans remains elusive. In this commentary, we
have discussed some of the possible reasons behind this. We have
described how each of the various experimental approaches,
including electrophysiological, questionnaire and behavioural
measures have proved to be imperfect metrics. Although there may
be techniques we can use to control variability, improve robustness,
and increase statistical power, we seem far from reaching a satis-
factory diagnostic approach. There are also important questions to
be answered about the extent to which human synaptopathy mir-
rors the animal models, particularly in relation to the intensity of
noise that is needed to induce synaptic damage in humans, the
relative susceptibility of low-, medium- and high-SR fibers, and the
possibility that structural repair at the synapsemay occur following
early auditory insults. Given that aging and cumulative noise
exposure are necessarily correlated and associated with peripheral
and central damage in addition to synaptopathy, disentangling
noise-induced synaptopathy from deterioration of other auditory
structures may prove to be an insurmountable challenge. Never-
theless, it is important to continue our efforts to determine
whether synaptopathy occurs in humans, and to better understand
its potential perceptual effects. As one of several peripheral and
central factors that may contribute to suprathreshold hearing def-
icits in humans, we need to be able to characterize its relative in-
fluence on an individual's overall auditory function. Understanding
these relationships is essential if we are to move beyond the
audiogram towards a holistic model of person-specific hearing care
that diagnoses and treats both the “hidden” and “unhidden” com-
ponents that underlie human hearing impairment.
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